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Many scholars have conducted in-depth research on the evaluation and prediction of scholars’ scientific impact and meanwhile
discovered various factors that affect the success of scholars. Among all these relevant factors, scholars’ ages have been universally
acknowledged as one of the most important factors for it can shed light on many practical issues, e.g., finding supervisors,
discovering rising stars, and research funding or award applications. However, due to the inaccessibility or the privacy issues of
acquiring scholars’ personal data, there is little research to explore the true ages of scholars currently. Alternatively, scholars’
publications’ information can be obtained through various digital libraries. Inspired by this fact, we propose a novel scholar’s age
prediction method based on their articles’ information. Our method first classifies factors that affect scholars’ ages into intuitive
and complex types according to their computational complexity and then apply machine learning algorithms to predict the ages of
scholars based on these factors. )e experimental results on the real dataset demonstrate that our method can effectively predict
the true ages of scholars. Given that there is no completely accurate dataset because of the continuous publication of academic
papers, we then apply our method on the incomplete dataset. Nevertheless, our method still has high prediction accuracy in
such situations.

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of scholarly big data, evaluating and
predicting the scientific impact are of great significance since
it can shed light on many practical issues, such as ranking
institutions, providing basis for research funding’s assign-
ment, hiring faculties, and furthermore, promoting the
advancement of science [1, 2]. As a consequence, more and
more scholars have begun to explore the factors that affect
the success of scholars [3]. Among them, many studies have
confirmed the crucial role of scholars’ actual ages on their
future achievements, and it can also provide basis for making
academic decisions [4, 5].

Recognizing the age of scholars, a series of academic
questions can be answered. For instance, it is important for
students to find appropriate supervisors or mentors who will
play vital roles during their whole academic career in many

cases, such as fostering students’ specialization interests,
guiding their research directions, and even providing some
helpful advice for their job selections. Knowing supervisors’
ages in advance can offer basis for students when making
their own academic plan at school. Meanwhile, scholars’ ages
are also an important index when apply for research grants
or academic awards. Besides, the fundamental component of
a research institution or university is scholars.)eir research
and teaching capacities can affect the development of in-
stitutions to a large extent. )us, many universities have
tried diverse ways to optimize their teachers’ age structures
including searching and recruiting young academic rising
stars, and knowing scholars’ ages can provide basis for such
questions. Moreover, from the aspect of economics,
knowing the age of a scientist gives us important infor-
mation about state of matters about scientific education,
costs of knowledge accumulation, and changing productivity
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patterns over the life cycle of scientists, especially because
strong cohort effects are at play due to the increasing burden
of knowledge [6].

However, due to some privacy issues, many scholars do
not disclose their true ages, and consequently discovering
the true ages of scholars is one of the crucial problems to be
solved. Based on the abovementioned facts, the main content
of this paper is to predict scholars’ true ages according to
their publications’ information.

Most of the current research work on predicting the
scholars’ true ages originates from the study of user attribute
mining in social networks [7]. With the growing popularity
of social media, more and more people are joining and using
social media networks to share their daily lives and browse
the news they are interested in. Facebook now has nearly 2
billion users who continually create and share large-scale of
multimedia information, such as posts, photos, and videos.
YouTube uploads videos about 100 hours per minute and
more than 6 billion hours per month, and similarly, Face-
book users have uploaded more than 250 billion photos.
Such rich multimedia information can provide vast im-
portant clues for exposing the users’ information, including
age, gender, personal interests, occupations, and others.
Analysis of these users’ attribute information can contribute
to many services such as commodity recommendations of
shopping websites [8]. However, most online social net-
works, such as Facebook, Twitter, and SinaWeibo, do not
directly offer users’ attribute information in order to protect
their privacies. As a consequence, researchers began to
exploit data from social networks to seek out user attributes
[9, 10]. Based on a large amount of data on social networks,
researchers try to explore user attributes from different
perspectives and analyze their behaviors through these at-
tributes, for instance, exploring the diverse language usage
habits among Facebook users by genders and organizations.
Researchers also predict some personal attributes, such as
races, religions, political opinions, and even sexual orien-
tations based on social media records [11, 12]. In addition to
mining user attributes, researchers can analyze and predict
user behaviors through data on social networks at the same
time [13, 14].

One of the important sociodemographic characteristics
is people’s age, and it has been proven to be a key influence
factor of research productivity [15]. However, due to the
privacy of such data, obtaining the true ages of scholars
directly is difficult, which leads to the lack of related research
work. To compensate for this shortcoming, researchers use
alternative methods to consider the influence of scholars’
ages. For instance, consider the academic ages of scholars
and the time when scholars publish their first papers to study
their impact on scientific influence or academic cooperation
models [16]. Although these alternative factors have a
certain correlation with age, they cannot reflect the true ages
of scholars accurately. Meanwhile, unlike the user attribute
mining problem in social networks where the amount and
variety of data in social networks are very rich and closely
related to users themselves, most of the scholar-related data
that can be acquired are the information of their papers. In
addition, scholars’ ages are significantly important in our

country. For example, many universities have specific rules
for scholars’ ages when recruiting faculties, e.g., the age of
lecturer should be under 35 years old.Moreover, our country
selects “first-class universities and disciplines” every five
years. For those universities and disciplines that are selected
in this project, they can get more financial and policy
supports from the government. )e age distribution of
faculties within a university is an important indicator in the
selecting process. )erefore, many universities have tried
diverse ways to optimize their teachers’ age structures in-
cluding searching and recruiting young academic rising
stars. Furthermore, due to the continuous publication of
academic articles, the incompleteness of a scholar’s whole
publication’s information will increase the complexity of
predicting scholars’ age [17].

Motivated by the abovementioned facts, the major work
of this paper is predicting the actual ages of scholars through
their papers’ information. Our proposed method consists of
two main parts: discovering the relative factors and then
utilizing the machine learning algorithms to predict
scholars’ ages. Firstly, we utilize the publications’ data (title,
abstract, authors, etc.) of scholars to explore factors corre-
lating with the ages of scholars. For each factor, we propose a
specific quantitative method to compute, and then the true
ages of the scholars can be predicted by inputting these
factors into machine learning algorithms while XGBoost,
GBDT, and SVR algorithms have been widely used and
recognized by the mainstream of the industry. )erefore,
XGBoost, GDBT, and SVM algorithms are selected to do the
prediction in this paper. In summary, we make the following
contributions in this paper:

(i) We propose a novel scholar’s true age prediction
method, which relies on scholars’ paper information
rather than the multiple data types from social
networks.

(ii) We conduct an in-depth exploration of the factors
that affect the prediction of scholars’ ages and
discover several closely related factors, including the
publication time of the first paper and the distri-
bution of collaborators.

(iii) Experiments performed on real datasets show that
our proposedmethod can effectively predict the true
ages of scholars. Furthermore, even though limited
by the incompleteness of datasets, we can still
achieve a high accuracy.

)e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work. Section 3 introduces our proposed
method. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results of
our method. At last, we conclude our work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

With the surge of social networks, research on user attribute
mining has attracted more and more attentions. Based on
social network data, such as user postings or social rela-
tionships, researchers can predict user’s gender, religion,
and age.)e study of scholars’ age prediction problem stems
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from the mining of user attributes in social networks
[18, 19]. )is section will present the current research work
in the above areas.

2.1. User Attribute Mining. By utilizing the diverse social
network data, researchers begin to predict the attributes of
users based on the text information. Garera et al. [20] use
text data to mine its structure and transfer properties to
predict user attributes such as birthday, occupation, and
nationality. Mann et al. [21] apply context learning methods
to extract user attribute information, such as birthplace.
Bergsma et al. [22] utilize the properties of the concept class
to predict the hidden nature of social network users. Al-
though the above work can effectively extract user attribute
information using rules-based or pattern-based learning
methods, learning patterns or rules are limited to specific
attributes, which will result in their nonuniversality.

)erefore, some researchers try to combine the user
communication information with online multimedia data to
mine user attributes. User profiles greatly influence their
characteristics and social networking activities [23]. )ese
studies [24–26] have analyzed the relationship between user
profiles and their social activities, and they provide a reliable
basis for inferring their attributes through user data. Most of
the current research work also solves such problems by
designing user-related attributes and using existing classi-
fication algorithms. Garera et al. [27] extend the N-gram
based model by leveraging sociolinguistic features and
support vector machine models. Rao et al. [28] use the
sociolinguistic features and the N-gram model to predict
Twitter user genres. Bergsma et al. [22] propose a method
based on communication data and location clustering from
Twitter to improve the result of user classification. Based on
the dynamic evolution of networks, Volkova et al. [29]
propose a prediction method by applying Bayesian network
incremental learning. Culotta et al. [30] use traffic data on
the website to predict demographic characteristics.

When mining user attributes, current research focuses
on presenting more complex feature-based classifiers. Rao
et al. [28] propose a support vector machine (SVM) method
based on social network user attributes. Rao et al. [31]
propose a hierarchical Bayesian model for predicting the
race and gender of users in Facebook, which applied the
N-gram method to extract features from their Facebook
information. By considering the closely related vocabularies
to the region, geographically coherent linguistic regions, and
the changes between regions and topics, Eisenstein et al. [32]
propose a cascading topic model to classify users’ regions.
Sun et al. [33] propose the Content Enhancement Network
Embedding Method (CENE), which enables the collabora-
tive use of social network structure information and content
information in an unsupervised learning manner.

2.2. AgeMining. Based on the algorithmic foundation of the
abovementioned attribute mining, researchers began to dig
deeper into the age attribute. Researchers in [34, 35] observe
that users’ interests can be explored by analyzing posts
posted by their followers. It can be seen that on social

network sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube, users’
interests are mainly influenced by their followers. As the
volume of logs on networks increased, researchers also
began to use the subnetwork of followers to predict the age of
users [36]. In addition, the user’s age can also be predicted by
analyzing the web browsing data through probabilistic
machine learning algorithms. )ese methods, which can
effectively perform on the large-scale data and obtain an
accurate result, transform the age predicting work into
predication problem or classification problem.)e following
research work will be introduced from the abovementioned
two aspects.

Human ages can be identified from a series of images, for
instance, each year’s image of a person is different from the
previous. Inspired by this, Guo et al. [37] predict ages by
designing a probability model to analyze multimedia data. In
[38], features extracted from blogs and forums are taken into
account, and the age of user is predicted by linear regression
algorithm. Similar to [38], Nane et al. [39] also predict the
scholars’ ages utilizing the linear regression algorithm from
different disciplines.

Age prediction is also recognized as a classification
problem. In [28], it predicts the age attribute of Twitter users
based on the SVM classification method. )e World Health
Organization (WHO) provides a set of age groups that are
dominant in the United States, but the ages of Twitter users
based on age groups do not accurately reflect the user’s age.
For example, in the 17 to 30 age group, the age of 18 and
27 years old people will be divided into the same category.
)erefore, according to the classification results, it is im-
possible to provide an accurate basis for subsequent research
work. Researchers also improve previous methods in a fine-
grained way to classify ages [40]. )en, we use this post-
sequence dataset to train themethods of supervised learning.
Users are divided into different age groups, and other fea-
tures such as life stages are used for the prediction of fine-
grained age.

In summary, most studies on age prediction focus on
using the social network data to predict the network users’
ages, while very little research has been conducted on
predicting the scholars’ ages. Scholars are a relatively special
community for their tremendous contributions to our so-
ciety, and their ages play significant roles in many important
issues such as discovering rising stars and award or funding
applications. )erefore, it is very necessary to predict
scholars’ ages. In addition, the dataset used in current re-
search is assumed to be complete. However, considering one
important particularity of scholars is that they tend to
publish articles continuously, which leads to a practical issue
that no dataset can be completely accurate. )erefore, in-
spired by the abovementioned shortcomings of current
research, we propose a novel scholars’ age prediction
method and the specific procedure is introduced in the
following sections.

3. Prediction of Scholar’s Age

Unlike the traditional social network-based scholar attribute
mining issues, the types of data obtained from scholars’
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publications are relatively simple. Compared with personal
information, academic publications can largely reflect the
progress of scholars’ research rather than the information
that can reveal scholars themselves. )erefore, it poses great
challenges to predict scholars’ ages. In order to solve this
problem, we first explore the relationship between scholars
through an in-depth investigation of the paper information.
By analyzing related publications’ datasets and extracting the
various relationships hidden in them, we explore the key
factors related to the predication of scholars’ ages. Mining
parameters that are closely related to the age of scholars
depend largely on the type of data. )erefore, the following
sections will describe the specific information contained in
the dataset. )is section will introduce the proposed method
of scholars’ age prediction from the perspective of factors
which is significant to the ages of scholars and the corre-
sponding predication algorithms.

3.1. Factors Determining the Prediction of Scholar’s Age.
In this part, we propose a series of factors related to the age of
scholars. Considering the different professional back-
grounds and application scenarios of scholars, we divide the
factors into two categories: intuitive factors and complex
factors. )e intuitive factors refer to those factors that can be
directly obtained or calculated through simple operations
from the publication’s information while the factors that
should be obtained by complex calculations with specialized
backgrounds are defined as complex factors in our work.)e
specific calculation process of these factors is shown as
follows.

3.1.1. Factors Can Be Directly Obtained from the Publication’s
Information. We first start with the most intuitive infor-
mation that can be acquired from a publication and utilize it
to propose attributes related to the true age of scholars. In
this paper, we define the intuitive attributes or factors as
follows: the attributes that can be obtained directly from
scholars’ publications without complicated operations. )e
following is a detailed introduction to these intuitive factors
that can be obtained by the corresponding papers’ infor-
mation of scholars.

When giving a list of scholars’ papers, we can intuitively
obtain the following information: the number of published
papers Npub, the total number of papers cited Ncit, the
number of papers published by the first author NAFP, the
time of scholars to publish the first paper Tfirst, the time of
scholars to publish the last paper Tlast, the time of publishing
the first author paper TAfirst, the number of collaborators
Ncoauthor, the paper type AT, the journal impact factor JIF,
the total paper length Npp, the number of references Nref ,
the funding type TYPEF, and the funding grant amount NF.
)e abovementioned attributes can be obtained by simply
averaging and summing operations.

With the total number of papers published by scholars
and the number of papers cited by the scholars, the average
reference amount Avecit of scholars can be obtained.
Scholars’ academic age AA can be calculated by the time
when the first paper is published and the time when the last

paper is published. With the time of the first author’s paper,
the academic age AAAF of the scholar as the first author can
be calculated. According to the number of papers, the
number of first author papers, and the number of collab-
orators, the average number of collaborators per scholar and
the first author paper can be calculated (Ncoauthor, NAF

coauthor).
On the basis of the number of published papers, the number
of first author papers, and the number of references, the
average number of references per scholar and first author
paper can be obtained (Nref , NAF

ref ). According to the number
of scholars’ first author papers and the corresponding ci-
tations, the average citation of the first author’s thesis NAF

cit
can be calculated. By obtaining the scholar’s academic age
and the number of papers published, the number of first
author papers can be calculated. We set the average number
of papers published by scholars each year and the average
number of first author paper as AveNpub and AveAFNpub.

)en, according to the total number of papers, the
number of first authors, and the length of the papers, the
average length of the scholar’s paper AveNpp and the average
length of the first author’s paper AveAFNpp can be obtained.
Based on the total number of papers, the first author’s
number of papers, and the type of paper, the proportion of
research article RateR and the review article RateS can be
calculated. With the total number of papers, the number of
first author papers, and the type of fund funding, the average
funded type of each first author’s paper (AVETYPEF,
AVEAF

TYPEF) can be acquired. )rough the total number of
papers, the number of papers by the first author, and the
number of funds funded, the average amount of funding for
each paper and each first author’s paper (AVENF, AVEAF

NF)
can be calculated. )e abovementioned intuitive factors can
be summarized by Table 1.

3.1.2. Factors Obtained by Complex Computations.
According to the intuitive properties obtained in the pre-
vious section, we further introduce the complex properties.
Considering the different application scenarios and the
expertise of different researchers, we divide the factors that
influence the ages of scholars into two categories. Compared
with the intuitive attributes which can be obtained through
simplemathematical operations, the complex attributes have
higher requirements for scholars’ expertise and technologies.
Furthermore, for the intuitive attributes, due to its lower
dependency of expertise, the application of it is more general
than the complex ones. However, the complex attributes can
reveal the factors affecting the ages of scholars from more
sides even though it results in a higher computation com-
plexity. We will make a detailed description of the process of
calculating each complex attribute.

Generally speaking, the professional knowledge of
scholars will accumulate with time, as well as their influence.
)erefore, we first propose factors describing the academic
level of scholars to explore the influence on age predication.
)ere are many ways to evaluate a scholar’s ability, such as
the most intuitive citations. Secondly, the scholar’s h-index
value and its PageRank value in the cooperative network can
reflect the scholar’s own ability as well. Meanwhile, the trend
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of the scholar’s own h-index value can also describe the
scholar’s ability from the perspective of the potential of
scholars. Inspired by the concept of acceleration in physics,
we propose a method to compute scholars’ academic ability
acceleration. )e original acceleration calculation formula is
as follows:

A �
V(t + Δt) − V(t)

Δt
, (1)

where A represents the acceleration in Δt time, V(t + Δt) is
the speed at time t + Δt, and V(t) is the speed at time t.

On the basis of the above formula, we define scholars’
academic ability acceleration as follows:

V ai(  �
h ai( 

(t+Δt)
− h ai( 

t

Δt
,

A ai(  �
V ai( 

(t−Δt)
− V ai( 

t

Δt
,

(2)

where V(ai) represents the speed at which scholars’ influ-
ence varies in time Δt, h(ai)

t+Δt is the scholar’s h-index value
at time t + Δt, and h(ai)

t is the h-index value of the scholar at
time t. A(ai) indicates the acceleration of scholars’ influence
in time Δt, V(ai)

t−Δt is the speed of scholar’s influence

variation at time t − Δt, and V(ai)
t represents the speed at

which the scholar’s influence at time t.
In addition, the importance score of papers in the

network can also be taken as a measurement of its quality.
We first perform the PageRank algorithm in the citation
network to calculate the importance of scholarly papers and
the first author papers (PRp, PRAF

p ). To some extent, author’s
ability can largely reflect the quality of the paper. Subse-
quently, we measure the impact of the collaborator’s ability
and their backgrounds to reveal the quality of the paper.
)ree parameters including total number of papers, total
citations, and average citations of collaborators are the most
intuitive parameters used to measure collaborators’ abilities.
)en, based on the three above parameters, we can get the
sum of the partner’s h-index value, the largest h-index value
of the collaborators, the smallest h-index value of the col-
laborators, and the partner’s average h-index value. Fur-
thermore, we will obtain the difference between scholar’s
and the corresponding h-index value.

Except for evaluating the influence of collaborators, the
differences between the research background and the
scholars themselves are used to measure the quality of the
paper. We describe the differences between scholars and
their collaborators in two ways. One consideration is in-
stitutional information and national differences, and the

Table 1: Intuitive factor descriptions.

Feature Description
Npub )e number of publications
Ncit )e total citation counts
NAFP )e number of publications as the first author
Tfirst )e publication time of the first paper
Tlast )e publication time of the last paper
TAfirst )e publication time of the first paper as the first author
Ncoauthor )e number of co-authors
AT )e paper type
JIF )e journal impact factor
Npp )e length of paper
Nref )e number of references
TYPEF )e type of foundation
NF )e number of foundations
Avecit )e average of citation counts
AA )e academic age of scholar
AAAF )e academic age of scholar as the first author
Ncoauthor )e average co-authors per paper
NAF

coauthor )e average co-authors per first author paper
Nref )e average reference numbers per paper
NAF

ref )e average reference numbers per first author paper
NAF

cit )e average of citation counts of first author papers
AveNpub )e average number of papers per year
AveAFNpub )e average number of the first author papers per year
AveNpp )e average length of papers
AveAFNpp )e average length of the first author papers
RateR )e proportion of research article type
RateS )e proportion of survey article type
AVETYPEF )e average number of foundation types
AVEAF

TYPEF )e average number of foundation types of first author papers
AVENF )e average number of foundations
AVEAF

NF )e average number of foundations of first author papers
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other is the difference in the direction of scholars’ research.
We take the information of keywords in papers as an index
to represent the research direction of scholars themselves.
Specifically, the difference between collaborators can be
measured by their information entropy. Furthermore, the
difference between scholars’ research directions is taken into
account. )e specific calculation process is as follows:

Div ai( inst � − 

r

m�1
wmlog2 wm( ,

Div ai( cou � − 
s

n�1
ynlog2 yn( ,

Div ai( key � − 

q

ρ�1
kρlog2 kρ ,

(3)

where Div(ai)inst, Div(ai)cou, and Div(ai)key represent
scholar ai’s difference between their collaborators in the
organization, country, and research direction. wm is the
frequency at which the word m appears in all collaborators’
information, and r is the total number of words m. yn is the
frequency of the word n appearing in the country infor-
mation of all collaborators, and n is the total number of
words y. kρ is the frequency of word ρ in all the keywords
information in the collaborator’s paper, and the total
number of q is ρ.

Finally, we assume that the writing style of scholars
varies with the growth of their academic age. As scholars
enter the academia, their writing skills and the quality of
their thesis will be greatly improved, and their writing style
will also change. In this work, due to the limitations of
datasets, instead of the original text, we analyze the abstract
information to extract the features related to a scholar’s
writing skills. Considering the efficiency and accuracy of
our framework, we transform the textual abstract data into
a low-dimensional space. )e representation learning al-
gorithm can automatically learn the representation of such
abstract information. In natural language processing,
representation learning can extract the intrinsic features
hidden in the words, paragraphs, or chapters. One supe-
riority of representation learning is that it can transform
the data into a low-dimension vector while preserve es-
sential features of raw data. )erefore, according to the
algorithm of word representation learning, we represent
the abstract information and convert it into a low-di-
mensional dense vector as the input of the prediction
algorithm.

)e representation learning algorithm we choose is a
word-based representation algorithm called paragraph2vec,
which can obtain ideal results in the process of short text
data [41, 42], and it can learn the short text information
more effectively. )e details of this algorithm will be de-
scribed below. )e first part of the algorithm is to represent
the words. It maps every word into a matrix W and the index
of element represents the word’s position in the dictionary.
Given a list of training phrases w1, w2, . . . , wn, the goal of the
word vector is to maximize the average log probability,
which is calculated by the following formula:

1
N



N−j

i�j

log p wi|wi−j, . . . , wi+j . (4)

To solve the above formula, we convert it to the following
equation based on the softmax method:

p wi|wi−j, . . . , wi+j  �
e

ywi

ie
yv

, (5)

where yv is the unnormalized logarithmic probability for
each output word v and can be calculated by the following
formula:

y � b + Uh wi−j, . . . , wi+j; W , (6)

where U and b are parameters and h represents the sum of
the column vectors extracted from the matrix W and matrix
D.

Based on the representation learning of the above-
mentioned word vector, the paragraph vector can be con-
sidered as a word for indicating the missing information of a
context. Subsequently, the word vector and the paragraph
vector are trained by a method of stochastic gradient de-
scent. After training, the paragraph vectors can be taken as
the input data for the downstreaming machine learning
predication algorithm. In a word, the complex factors can be
summarized by Table 2.

3.2. Prediction Method. )e detailed calculation procedure
of each factor that related to the age of scholars is described
in the above. Next, we will elaborate the specific prediction
algorithm.)e predictive task of this paper can be defined as
predicting the true age of scholars through the data extracted
from scholarly papers. Suppose A � A1, A2, A3, . . . , An

represents the true age sequence of n scholars, and
S � S1, S2, S3, . . . , Sn indicates the features extracted from the
dataset representing these scholars. In this paper, we input
these features into the corresponding prediction algorithm
and obtain an output function F � F1, F2, F3, . . . , Fn, where
Fi represents the age prediction of scholar i. We will describe
the calculation process of the prediction algorithm in detail
as shown in Figure 1.

)e learning algorithm chosen for this paper is XGBoost.
XGBoost is an end-to-end scalable method based on tree
promotion, which is an improvement of the GBDT algo-
rithm. Due to its superior efficiency and high accuracy, it has
attracted more and more scientists’ attention. )e GBDT
algorithm consists of multiple decision trees, and the results
of all the subtrees are incorporated into together to get the
final output. On the basis of the GBDT algorithm, we then
describe the XGBoost algorithm in detail below. )e first
part of the XGBoost algorithm is the regularization of
learning objectives. Given a dataset D � (xi, yi) containing n

samples and m features, the tree integration model using the
K additive functions can predict the output as follows:

yi � ϕ xi(  � 
K

k�1
fk xi( , fk ∈ F, (7)
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where 5 � f(x) � wq(x)(q: Rm⟶ T, w ∈ RT) is the vector
space of the regression tree, q represents the structure of the
tree that maps the sample to the corresponding leaf node,
and T is the number of leaf nodes that the tree contains. fk

corresponds to each tree with a structure of q and a leaf
weight of w. Unlike the decision tree, each regression tree
includes consecutive values for each leaf node, and wi

represents the value of the i leaf node. In summary, it is
classified into leaves by the decision rule in the tree (q), and
the values of all corresponding leaves (w) are summed to
predict the final result. In order to learn the rules in the
prediction model, the following regular objective functions
are minimized:

L(ϕ) � 
i

lyi, yi + 
k

Ω fk( ,

Ω(f) � cT +
1
2
λ‖w‖

2
,

(8)

where l is a cost function and can be used to calculate the
prediction result (the difference between yi) and the actual
value (yi) and Ω is a regular term to avoid overfitting.

)e traditional European vector space used in the op-
timization method cannot be applicable in the tree inte-
gration model described above; therefore, the accumulation
method is incorporated into the training part. )e purpose
of adding function ft is to improve the model:

L
(t)

� 
n

i�1
l yi,


y

t− 1
+ ft xi(   +Ω ft( , (9)

where yt represents the predicted result of the i instance at t

iteration.
Subsequently, the model is optimized quickly by using

the second Taylor expansion method as follows:

L
(t)≃

n

i�1
l yi,


y

t− 1
  + gift xi(  +

1
2
hif

2
t xi(   +Ω ft( ,

(10)

Table 2: Complex factor descriptions.

Feature Description
Aai

)e acceleration of scholar’s influence
PRp )e PageRank values of papers
PRAF

P )e PageRank values of first author papers
Nco

pub )e number of papers of cooperators
Nco

cit )e number of citations of cooperators
AVEco

cit )e average number of citations of cooperators
h − index Scholar’s h-index value
Qai

Scholar’s Q value
hsumcoauthor )e sum of cooperators’ h-index values
hmaxcoauthor )e maximum of cooperators’ h-index values
hmincoauthor )e minimum of cooperators’ h-index values
havecoauthor )e average of cooperators’ h-index values
hdifcoauthor )e differentials among cooperators’ h-index values
Divinst )e diversity of cooperators’ institutions
Divcou )e diversity of cooperators’ countries
Divkey )e diversity of cooperators’ research directions
ABS )e writing style of scholars

Nobel/Turing
Laureates Intuitive factors

Feature importance
ranking

Model
validation

(i) Parameter 
training

(ii) Model 
selection

Feature extraction

(i) XGBoost
(ii) GBDT

(iii) SVR

Datasets

Prediction algorithm
Feature analysis and evaluation

Web of Science

+
Complex factors

(i) Academic ages
(iii) Citation counts
(iii) H-index
(iv) PageRank value,…

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed scheme.
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where gi � δyt−1
l(yi,

yt− 1) and hi � δ2y(t− 1)
l(yi,

y(t− 1)) rep-

resent the first order and the second order gradient statistics
of the cost functions, respectively. In order to simplify the
function, the constants can be removed. )e simplified
formula is as follows:

L
(t)

� 
n

i�1
gift xi(  +

1
2
hif

2
t xi(   +Ω ft( . (11)

Define the sample set of the leaf node j as the function
Ij � i|q(xi) � j, and then, convert the above formula by
expanding the regular item Ω as follows:


L

(t)
� 

n

i�1
gift xi(  +

1
2
hif

2
t xi(   + cT +

1
2
λ

T

j�1
w

2
j

� 
T

j�1
 i ∈ Ijgi wj +

1
2


i∈Ij

hi + λ⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠w
2
j

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + cT.

(12)

For a given tree structure q(x), the optimization process
for the weight of the leaf node jw∗j is as follows:

w
∗
j � −

i∈Ij
gi

i∈Ij
hi + λ

. (13)

Based on this, the corresponding optimization function
can be obtained. )e calculation process is as follows:


L

(t)
(q) � −

1
2



T

j�1

i∈Ij
gi 

2

i∈Ij
hi + λ

+ cT. (14)

)e above formula can be used to evaluate the score of a
tree structure q.

In summary, based on the factors we proposed, we
predict the ages of scholars by the XGBoost algorithm. More
importantly, we analyze the importance and influence of
each feature and then calculate the score of each feature. )e
validity of our method in predicting the age of scholars will
be verified below.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we use the Web of Science dataset to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method. Firstly, we in-
vestigate the accuracy of predicting the age of scholars
between each machine learning algorithm and comparison
method by the factors we proposed. )en, the importance
scores of the abovementioned factors are discussed. Finally,
the prediction accuracy of each method with the incomplete
datasets is verified. We will first introduce the datasets used
in this article and the comparison methods in the following
parts.

4.1.Dataset. In order to predict the true ages of scholars, it is
necessary to analyze the papers of scholars. Since the age
belongs to the privacy information, it is difficult to obtain.

Furthermore, the same name of two scholars is an inevitable
problem in experiment. Based on this, we choose the Nobel
Prize winner and the Turing Award winner data as our
dataset. )ese two rewards publish the winners’ specific year
of birth in the official website which can eliminate errors as
far as possible.

Since we focus on the scholarly papers, we remove the
Nobel Peace Prize and the Literature Award due to the
specificity of them. )e scholars’ data in this section come
from the Turing Award winner, the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry, the Nobel Prize in Physics, the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine, and the Nobel Prize in Economics.
Due to the diversity of academic disciplines, we obtained
datasets for experiments from the Web of Science. We will
introduce the details of the Nobel Prize winners and the
Turing Award winners, as shown in Table 3.

We then describe the information contained in the Web
of Science dataset. Web of Science is an online digital library
that contains a large amount of paper data from various
disciplines. )e paper information of Web of Science is
updated constantly. )is information mainly includes
topics, authors, abstracts, institutions, citations, keywords,
journals, dates, paper types, and funding information. It can
be seen that the information provided by Web of Science is
comprehensive. Based on the Nobel Prize and the Turing
Award winners’ lists, we crawl their corresponding papers
from the Web of Science database and the final subdataset
contains 486 scholars and 38,478 papers.

4.2. BaselineMethods. To investigate the effectiveness of our
work, we compare it with the following baseline methods:

(a) GBDT algorithm: it is suitable for dealing with the
nonlinear relationship between a large number of
predicted feature variables and target variables. It is
an iterative decision tree algorithm. )e algorithm
consists of multiple decision trees, and the results of
all trees are added up as the final output.

(b) SVR: SVR is a support vector machine (SVM)-based
regression model. )e basic framework of SVR is
similar to SVM. )e difference between them is that
SVM is aiming at solving the classification problems
while SVR is aiming at solving the regression
problems.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the performance of
different learning algorithms and factors, four typical
metrics are put forward: MAE (mean absolute error), MAPE
(mean absolute error percentage), MSE (mean squared er-
ror), ACC (accuracy), and R2. Given the true value y and the
predicted value y, the values of the above various evaluation
indicators can be calculated.

4.4. Prediction of Scholar’s Age. In this paper, we classify the
influencing factors into intuitive factors and complex fac-
tors. )e main purpose of this paper is to consider the
research background and application scenarios of different
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scholars. For example, when researchers cannot get more
information to calculate the complex attributes, they can
make simple predictions about the ages of scholars by using
intuitive factors. On the contrary, when researchers aim to
obtain higher prediction accuracy, they can consider intu-
itive and complex factors simultaneously. Because the
probability of scholars who have the same birth year is
relatively small, we set a space strip with a width of 2ε � 4.
When the predicted result falls into this interval, the pre-
diction result is considered to be accurate.

)e accuracy of each method in predicting scholars’ age
is explored at first. Among them, GBDTS, XGBoostS, and
SVRS represent the performance of using only the intuitive
factors under each prediction algorithm; GBDTC,
XGBoostC, and SVRC show the performance of using
complex factors under various prediction algorithms;
GBDTSC, XGBoostSC, and SVRSC indicate the predictive
performance of utilizing both the intuitive and complex
factors at the same time to predict the ages of scholars. )e
interval with a width of 2ε � 4 consists of y � x + 2 and y �

x − 2 can be seen in these figures. )e closer the prediction
results to y � x are, the better the prediction accuracy will
be. It can be seen from Figure 2 that when the intuitive and
the complex factors are used simultaneously to predict the
ages of the scholar, the performance is the best. Specifically,
under each of the prediction methods, the three methods of
GBDTSC, XGBoostSC, and SVRSC can obtain the highest
prediction accuracy. Although all attributes can achieve the
highest accuracy, its computation complexity is also the
highest at the same time. However, the accuracy of applying
intuitive attributes (GBDTS, XGBoostS, and SVRS) is higher
than GBDTC, XGBoostC, and SVRC. )erefore, it can be
inferred that the intuitive factors are effective in predicting
the ages of scholars. When researchers do not pursue higher
accuracy, using intuitive factors for prediction alone can
simplify the calculation process and improve the efficiency of
the prediction.

When the scholar’s birth year is between 1920 and 1960,
it can be observed that the prediction results in this interval
are better. If a scholar’s birth year is not in this interval, there
are more outliers. )is is mainly because of the incom-
pleteness of datasets. Scholars born before 1920 and after
1960 are accounted for 26% of the total number of scholars.
However, the number of papers published by these scholars
only accounts for 14%. )is is because early scholars are
limited by the way of acquiring knowledge and the difficulty
of communication between scholars. )erefore, the fre-
quency of cooperation among scholars is less than the
scholars’ today. )us, the data of early scholars in the da-
tabase are incomplete and result in errors in the prediction

of scholars’ ages. In summary, the XGBoost algorithm
achieves the highest accuracy in all comparison methods,
and the prediction result of the XGBoostSC method is the
best.

Subsequently, we use the above evaluation metrics MSE,
MAE, MAPE, ACC, and R2 to further measure the effec-
tiveness of the prediction results of each method. Among
them, MSE, MAE, and MAPE are used to measure the
difference between the predicted result and the true value.
)e smaller their values are, the better the predicted per-
formance is. Conversely, R2 represents the correlation be-
tween the predicted result and the true value, and ACC can
show the accuracy of the predicted result, so the larger the
values of both are, the better the prediction accuracy is.
According to Table 4, using XGBoost as the prediction al-
gorithm still achieves the best performance. Among them,
under the same condition, XGBoostS, XGBoostC, and
XGBoostSC are more accurate than other prediction algo-
rithms. At the same time, the accuracy of using all factors to
predict the age of scholars is still the highest among all
methods. )e accuracy of the XGBoostSC algorithm exceeds
90%, and its R2 value also represents a high degree of
correlation for predicting scholars’ ages.

4.5. Factor Contribution Analysis. )rough the above
analysis, the accuracy of each method for scholars’ age
prediction can be verified, while the importance and con-
tribution of each factor remains to be explored. Firstly, the
importance of each feature is calculated by using the feature
importance in the machine learning algorithm. )en, the
jackknife method is used to evaluate the contribution of both
intuitive factors and complex factors. )e jackknife method
consists of two cases: (1) using only one factor to predict
(add); (2) removing a set of factors and using the remaining
factors for prediction (subtraction). Based on these two
situations, the individual contributions of the above two
types of factors to the overall prediction task can be explored.

According to the above experimental results, the accu-
racy of the scholars’ age prediction is the highest when the
intuitive attributes and complex attributes are combined by
utilizing the XGBoost algorithm. )erefore, we mainly
analyze the importance of each factor in the XGBoostSC

method. In the XGBoost algorithm, the importance of a
feature is equal to the number of nodes whose decision tree
splits. Figures 3 and 4 show the importance of all factors. As
seen from the abovementioned results, the overall impor-
tance scores of the intuitive factors are higher than the
complex factors, and the time when the scholar publishes the
first paper is the most important feature. Specifically, the top

Table 3: Statistical information of the dataset.

Discipline Time span Number of scholars Number of papers
Computer science 1915–1952 65 5804
Physics 1845–1974 136 7993
Chemistry 1852–1960 134 11660
Physiology or medicine 1843–1963 176 10629
Economics 1895–1953 72 2392
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ten features are Tfirst, Tlast, TAfirst, Ncoauthor, AA, AAAF,
NAF

coauthor, h − index, Q(ai), and Aai
. According to their

rankings, the academic age of scholars is also very important

for predicting the true ages of scholars, and the number of
papers and the influence of collaborators are also crucial for
predicting their ages. Different from previous studies, we
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Figure 2: Prediction results by SVR, GBDT, and XGBoost. (a) SVRS. (b) SVRC. (c) SVRSC. (d) GBDTS. (e) GBDTC. (f ) GBDTSC. (g)
XGBoost. (h) XGBoostC. (i) XGBoostSC.

Table 4: Prediction results of each method.

MAE MAPE MSE ACC R2

SVRS 1.981 0.476 3.712 0.291 0.663
SVRC 2.275 0.693 3.819 0.251 0.527
SVRSC 1.336 0.312 2.836 0.514 0.737
GBDTS 1.056 0.275 2.487 0.696 0.792
GBDTC 0.915 0.289 2.628 0.713 0.726
GBDTSC 0.816 0.194 2.364 0.791 0.832
XGBoostS 0.732 0.190 1.228 0.803 0.964
XGBoostC 0.746 0.215 1.363 0.824 0.902
XGBoostSC 0.689 0.071 1.046 0.903 0.972
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also consider the impact of research funds in this paper. )e
experimental results show that the types of research funds
also have a certain impact on the prediction of scholars’ ages.

Subsequently, the jackknife method is applied to per-
form the contribution analysis of these two types of factors.
As shown in Figure 5, when the intuitive factor is removed,
the accuracy of the obvious prediction result is significantly
reduced. )is result demonstrates the importance of intu-
itive attributes in predicting the ages of scholars. However,
when the complex factor is removed, the accuracy is de-
graded slightly. )is result also proves the importance of
intuitive factors on the other side. When the factors’ types
are increased, the obvious improvement of the accuracy rate
after the addition of the intuitive factors can also be ob-
served. )is paper verifies that the intuitive factor plays an
important role in predicting the scholar’s age from multiple
angles. In summary, when researchers do not have higher
accuracy requirements for scholars’ age, they can use the

intuitive factors to have a quick estimation of the scholar’s
age range.

4.6. Prediction Results under Incomplete Dataset. Due to the
dynamic nature of academic data, there actually exists no
dataset that accurately contains all the paper information.
)erefore, the incomplete data will affect the results of the
experiment. )e complete dataset in this work refers to the
whole publications’ data of a scholar we acquired from the
WOS database. And the incomplete dataset refers to the
missing of several articles of scholars. In order to explore the
impact of incomplete dataset on the experimental results, we
randomly remove the 10% and 30% of the papers of each
scholar in the dataset and then predict the ages of scholars.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that when the dataset is
removed by 10%, the prediction accuracy of each method is
reduced, but the difference is not obvious. To further
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Figure 3: Intuitive factors’ importance rankings.
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Figure 5: Factor contribution analysis. Four models trained with only or without the denoted factors. F, full feature set; I, intuitive factors;C,
complex factors. (a) SVR. (b) GBDT. (c) XGBoost.
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Figure 6: )e prediction results under 10% loss of data by SVR, GBDT, and XGBoost. (a) XGBoostS. (b) XGBoostC. (c) XGBoostSC.
(d) SVRS. (e) SV RC. (f ) SVRSC. (g) GBDTS. (h) GBDTC. (i) GBDTSC.
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demonstrate the experimental results, we calculated the
MSE, MAE,MAPE, ACC, and R2 values for eachmethod. As
shown in Table 5, the accuracy of each method is decreased

slightly with the incomplete dataset.)erefore, when there is
a small amount of missing data in the datasets, the impact on
the experimental results is not significant. Subsequently, the

Table 5: Prediction results under 10% loss of data.

MAE MAPE MSE ACC R2

SVRS 2.382 0.635 3.937 0.274 0.583
SVRC 2.572 0.728 4.193 0.228 0.517
SVRSC 1.963 0.516 3.173 0.461 0.613
GBDTS 1.825 0.614 3.452 0.423 0.592
GBDTC 1.615 0.624 2.941 0.691 0.548
GBDTSC 1.116 0.536 2.803 0.706 0.738
XGBoostS 0.794 0.284 1.938 0.791 0.735
XGBoostC 0.966 0.315 2.376 0.738 0.638
XGBoostSC 0.744 0.241 1.847 0.849 0.794
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Figure 7: )e prediction results under 30% loss of data by SVR, GBDT, and XGBoost. (a) XGBoostS. (b) XGBoostC. (c) XGBoostSC. (d)
SVRS. (e) SVRC. (f ) SVRSC. (g) GBDTS. (h) GBDTC. (i) GBDTSC.
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data are then removed by 30%. As shown in Figure 7 and
Table 6, the accuracy is significantly reduced in the case of
missing 30% data compared to the prediction result using
the complete dataset. It can be inferred that the large-scale
missing data will cause a serious impact on both the ex-
perimental results and the verification of the method.
Among all the methods, the prediction accuracy of the
XGBoost algorithm is still the highest.

5. Conclusion

Related studies have shown that scholar’s actual age plays a
crucial role in evaluating and predicting their scientific
impact, and because of the privacy issues, the age data are
difficult to obtain directly. Inspired by this fact, our main
purpose in this paper is to predict the ages of scholars
through scholarly articles’ information. In order to solve this
problem, we first explore the factors that affect the ages of
scholars. Considering the different research backgrounds of
the researchers and different application scenarios, the
influencing factors are divided into two categories according
to the computational complexity, which are the intuitive
factors and complex factors. )en, we transform the textual
data into a low-dimensional vector by the representation
learning method, and the machine learning algorithm is
utilized to predict the scholar’s age.

Due to the difficulty of acquiring the true age of scholars
and the name ambiguity problem, we crawl the age data of
Nobel and Turing Award winners to verify the validity of our
method. Based on the list of winners in Nobel Prize in
Chemistry, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, the
Nobel Prize in Economics, and the Turing Award winners,
their papers are correspondingly obtained from the Web of
Science database. )e experimental results show that the
accuracy of the prediction of scholars’ age is above 90% by
using the method proposed in this paper, and the combi-
nation of intuitive factors and complex factors shows the
best performance when predicting scholar’s age. Meanwhile,
the accuracy of using intuitive factors alone is higher than
that of complex factors. Among all the factors, the time when
scholars published the first paper, the time of the last paper,
and the influence of their collaborators are the most relative
factors. Furthermore, the performance of our method is still
the best among all the baselines in spite of the incomplete
dataset. In the future, we will conduct experiments on a

wider variety of datasets from more disciplines to prove the
effectiveness of our work.

Data Availability
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winners’ lists, we access their corresponding papers’ infor-
mation from the Web of Science database (http://www.
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port the findings of this study are available from the cor-
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